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Horford prepared to stay at center 

Curtis Compton

By Chris Vivlamore

I caught up with Al Horford Sunday for a story on his globe-trotting summer. The Hawks center was in London and will make
stops in Spain and, most likely, South Africa promoting the game of basketball.

I did speak to him about the Hawks' busy offseason. Here is the part of  the interview where I asked Horford about returning
to play center after the team signed power forward Paul Millsap.

“I was hoping to play more in the power forward position," Horford said. "We couldn’t work things out with Zaza (Pachulia)
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and he had to leave. I understand that now I have to go play some center. I would like to play a little more power forward. I

was talking to coach (Mike Budenholzer) and the way that the offense works, the 4 and the 5 are pretty much
interchangeable. I feel like Paul and I will be able to complement each other.

"Having to guard the big 5 night in and night out, I felt took a toll on me so I’m hoping they will be able to find a big body, a big
player to be able to help. For sure, there is still some (roster) building to be done.”

I will post a complete story later today but wanted to post something new as I'm off to Las Vegas to catch a couple days of
summer league play. Look for those reports this week.
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Posted by -Melvin- at 7:36 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

It sure sound like AL is excited to play center this upcoming season.

Posted by Just-Joe at 7:38 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Like I mentioned on the last blog, our summer league team is getting pushed around, and so will our regular season
squad. 

Also, it doesn't sound like Horford is "prepared" to play center. It sounds more like he has realized the fact that he will have
to. His comments above leave no room for debate. The man wants to play PF.

Posted by GASports at 7:47 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Horford has been in the league with Atlanta since what, 2008? And they still haven't figured it out.
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Posted by Vol_In_Ohio at 8:01 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Doesn't it seem like we should at least offer the Minnesota center if we haven't tried already? Obviously need a C and we still
could use a scorer (at SF if possible).

Posted by AdamReynolds at 8:23 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

i would just hang tight. i feel that DF is probably got something for a true big working in the background. i'll be real surprised
if Teague is actually with the Hawks in the next few weeks.

Posted by RobertWeaver at 8:24 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

I agree. Horford's been forced to play center his whole 5 year career. How does a team not find a starting center in 5 years ?
We all know Horford's a PF. He knows it and said it. Extremely sad they can't fling an NBA center ( not project Nogiera either)

Posted by RobertWeaver at 8:26 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Let's hope the Teague deal was a sign & trade because Teague said he didn't want to return to Hawks.

Posted by Samurai-Squirrel at 8:29 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Teague cannot be moved for at least 3 months and we cannot do a sign-and-trade. C'mon guys, haven't you been hangin
around this blog the last few weeks?

Posted by glw72 at 8:48 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Al said, "We couldnt work things out with Zaza". I wonder how he feels about the Hawks not working things out with Josh and
if he feels that without Josh it will allow him to operate more effictively offensively and as a team leader. 

I dont think playing center on offense bothers him as much as having to defend the center position. I am sure Ferry will find 1
or 2 big bodies to play in there. Still got my fingers crossed on Mogzov. I would be suprised if they pursued Pekovic because
he is more of a plodder and not sure that works good for them.
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Posted by DS5 at 8:51 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Samurai-Squirrel, according to new CBA rules, "If a team matches an offer sheet and retains its free agent, then for one year
they cannot trade him without his consent, and during that year cannot trade him at all to the team that signed him to the offer
sheet." 

Other than the Bucks, we can trade him anywhere as long as Teague agrees.

Posted by DS5 at 8:53 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

With that said I don't think Teague is going anywhere yet. Maybe next offseason once Schroder is ready to take over.

Posted by Ms_Dee at 8:53 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

I know right, Sam..these 'popcorn' bloggers (those who pop in and out of this blog) just don't seem to follow what's been
said by Chris V. So guys, Teague will not be going ANYWHERE! Even tho his contract is trade-friendly, don't expect to see
Teague outside a Hawks uniform. Only way he leaves now is if him and Schroeder can't seem to gel together for some
strange reason..other than that, him and my other boy Horford will be Hawks for LIFE!! Yelp, I said it!! Thx Ferry!!

Posted by -sting- at 8:54 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

for those dissing danny for not getting anything in return for teague umm prematurely i might addd and not getting something
for josh.and also comig to the conclusion that "i wasnt saying it was good or bad" to where i do say as well hmmmmm,
crazy?.

let me tell you i have some garbage for something good of yours you got, ok? 

let us deal then, you take my garbage and ill take something you have coveted in the past but need to give up.

so i take it.

dudes you still got to take out my garbage.

see i would think getting nothing is better than taking out my garbage, especially, if you dont want it anymore and someone
will pick it up for you. so come get my garbage ok? i'll give it to you free as a matter of fact.

sorry guys, some of the stuff folks use for dissing danny go beyond comprehension.

najeh, you were going into the land of absurd rare for you with your comments yesterday about danny on delaying the
decision on teague. that snarky comment about the hawks and bucks was unprecedented for you and sorry, absurd. i want
him acting as a gm and a strong one that may be difficult or smart to deal with depending on which side you are on. seems
something was up and he had the cards at that point. we dont know and he aint going to tell us. i think he did the best he
could for the hawks to preserve integrity of the situation that he had control over. if he came back with a deal for say bj for 2
years at 6 mil a year and let teague go, then i could have seen why he waited or another short term low cost deal with
integrity then we see it. we wont ever hear anything but rumors and possible lies planted by folks that dont want to see the
hawks prevail iike opponents or agents in this situation. if you dont see the possibiites behind the wait then i am very
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surprised, others, no.

as far as teague? his agent should have told him to stfu right from the get go. he let the guy down there to not tell him how to
act in business. if he did and teague went rougue then he has himself only to blame for any smears he has to now wipe off.
he kind of threw up on himself like a little child. df cant control how he acts either except to introduce him into the cruel world
of business.

again as an addendum to a very different situation with josh, df had very control to none on who would take josh or where he
would agree to go and what they would give of good in return. he was a beggar . as far as he could have picked up
something at the deadline last year? again it was trash we would have begged him to take out as fast as we could. it is kind
of how folks reacted to the jj trade, remember. we didnt need to take any trash with josh. jst go out and cherry pick two
players to make up for what we would have had to take back for josh. sounds pretty smart to me. cherries over garbage that
is.

as far as horford's comments. he is waaaay too logical for some who will come out as critics. he just refreshingly and
honestly says what we all see and know. then some say he is weak. well he is out manned some nights and it does take
from his body. we have all screamed here for a legit huge reinforcer and rejector to be hired by the hawks. in spite of it, i have
never seen him lack effort or pout over the way life is. he accepts it and goes on like a man should. personally i like men to
act like men instead of divas and prima donnas.

Posted by Gwalchgwyn at 8:59 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

With Al and Josh, the Hawks could go small or big without worrying (too much) about a drop off in efficiency.

I am not sure if that same option is available with Al and Millsap. Even though Millsap is a "tweener" size-wise, he is not
nearly as capable of moving over to the SF position. (The Jazz experimented with moving him to the SF slot. Millsap at SF
was less than ideal.)

If the Hawks go big, then I think that means Millsap off the bench.

Of course the real problem with going big isn't Millsap. The real problem is that the Hawks do not have a quality big center.
Yeah, the rookies have potential, but they are far from ready to move into, e.g., Zaza's role. Speaking of Zaza, why is he not in
a Hawks uniform this upcoming year? From all indications, he really wanted to stay. If this is correct, the only reason why he
is not here is that Ferry did not make him a competitive offer. Zaza will be missed.

Posted by maconexpress at 9:04 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

I guess Al is one of those players who can't handled taller players the entire season. Bill Russell-6-10 guarded Wilt
Chamberlain-7-1 and Moses Malone 6-10 guarded Kareem Abdul-Jabbar-7-2 and won a title against those guys. Heck, Wes
Unseld-C @6-7 had to battled Darryl Dawkins every season and beat Jack Sikma-6-11 in the finals.....different era I guess.

Posted by DaltonbywayofBickley at 9:05 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Only Hawks management and Mark Bradley think Horford is a center. That said. Wes Unseld was a great center at 6-foot-7.
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Posted by Ms_Dee at 9:05 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

DS5,

True, but after year 1 of his contract, Teague won't want to leave..unless, like I said, if because him and Schroeder can't gel
well together..and Teague only wanted the Bucks cause 1st of all, Ferry had him waiting and 2nd, Larry Drew starting
whispering sweet nothings in his hear to make him WANT TO PLAY FOR THE BUCKS. I don't see Ferry trading anyone of
value on the team for anybody. This is why he is hand picking the guys HE SEES FIT to play the style of ball he is bringing to
the Hawks. If trades will be done to bring over a center, it will be maybe Cunningham, Scott, Stevenson and some future draft
picks. Other than that, Horford has no choice..

Posted by Gwalchgwyn at 9:06 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

I like Schroeder. He really seems to have a great deal of potential. But to suggest that Shroeder will be able to take over the
reigns of a (hopefully!) competitive, playoff team in one year is a bit unrealistic.

Teague has finally started to come into his own and now bloggers are looking to replace him. If Teague continues to
improve and if he becomes a bit more consistent, he will end up being a value at $8 mill per year and will end up being one
of the better starting PGs in the league. 

Give Schroeder time to develop. There is no need to rush his development and throw him into the starting position while the
Hawks have a quality PG in Teague. Now if Teague doesn't continue to improve, or, if for some reason Teague starts to
regress, then that's a different story ...

Posted by AstroJoe at 9:10 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

Horford is a 2-time All-Star at center. So not only has he done what the team asked him to do, he did at a high level. In order
for Al to get more time at PF, e would need to find a competent true center. Is anyone against that?

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 9:12 a.m. Jul. 15, 2013
Report Abuse

“I was hoping to play more in the power forward position," Horford said. "We couldn’t work things out with Zaza (Pachulia)
and he had to leave. I understand that now I have to go play some center. I would like to play a little more power forward."

What you got to say now Mr. Sautee? LOL. As I said before, Horford does not want to play center.
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